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Speak Up! Adora Svitak 2020-02-25 Speak Up! is a joyful celebration of 45 speeches
by children and teenagers who have stood up for causes they passionately believe
in and challenged adults in power to take note. This collection is testament to
the hopefulness and spirit of the next generation, and the positive belief that we
can, and should, act to protect the things we love. From ground-breaking
scientific inventions to pleas for the environment, anti-war speeches to
incredible testimony of lived experiences, the speeches collected here demonstrate
the profound wisdom of youth and why it is important to speak up and out on what
concerns us. ‘A society that cuts itself off from its youth severs its own
lifeline; it is condemned to bleed to death.’ - Kofi Annan
Speak Tunde Oyeneyin 2022-05-03 From Tunde Oyeneyin, the massively popular Peloton
instructor, fitness star, and founder of SPEAK, comes an empowering, inspiring
book that shows how she transformed grief, setbacks, and flaws into growth, selfconfidence, and triumph—for fans of Shonda Rhimes, Brene Brown, and Glennon Doyle.
On any given day, thousands of devoted people clip into their bikes and have their
lives changed by Tunde Oyeneyin. From her platform in a Peloton studio, she
encourages riders with her trademark blend of positivity, empathy, and
motivational “Tunde-isms,” to push themselves to their limits both on and off the
bike. Now, fans and readers everywhere can learn about her personal journey, and
discover how they too can “live a life of purpose, on purpose” with Speak, a
memoir-manifesto-guide to life inspired by her immensely popular Instagram Live
series of the same name. Taking us through each step of the SPEAK
acronym—Surrender, Power, Empathy, Authenticity, and Knowledge—Oyeneyin shares the
lessons she has learned about loss, love, body image, and how she has successfully
created an intentional, joyful life for herself, offering an accessible blueprint
for anyone looking to make a positive change in their lives.
Why We Act Catherine A. Sanderson 2020 Now and then, we hear about everyday heroes
riding to the rescue when they see someone suffering or being harassed. But most
bystanders don't intervene. Catherine Sanderson turns to cutting-edge research in
social psychology and neuroscience to explain why we so often fail to act and
offers practical strategies to nudge us into being brave.
Playing Big Tara Mohr 2014-10-14 A groundbreaking women’s leadership expert and
popular conference speaker gives women the practical skills to voice and implement
the changes they want to see—in themselves and in the world In her coaching and
programs for women, Tara Mohr saw how women were "playing small" in their lives
and careers, were frustrated by it, and wanted to "play bigger." She has devised a
proven way for them to achieve their dreams by playing big from the inside out.
Mohr’s work helping women play bigger has earned acclaim from the likes of Maria
Shriver and Jillian Michaels, and has been featured on the Today show, CNN, and a
host of other media outlets. Sheryl Sandberg’s Lean In gave many women new
awareness about what kinds of changes they need to make to become more successful;
yet most women need help implementing them. In the tradition of Brené Brown’s
Daring Greatly, Playing Big provides real, practical tools to help women quiet
self-doubt, identify their callings, “unhook” from praise and criticism, unlearn
counterproductive good girl habits, and begin taking bold action. While not all
women aspire to end up in the corner office, every woman aspires to something.
Playing Big fills a major gap among women’s career books; it isn’t just for
corporate women. The book offers tools to help every woman play bigger—whether
she’s an executive, community volunteer, artist, or stay-at-home mom. Thousands of
women across the country have been transformed by Mohr’s program, and now this
book makes the ideas and practices available to everyone who is ready to play big.
Stand Up, Speak Out Monica McWilliams 2022-01-31 A frank and fascinating memoir
from a Northern Irish peace activist, human rights defender, and former politician
who has broken the mold in so many ways - in her work on domestic violence; in her
co-founding of the Northern Ireland Women's Coalition; and in her fight for peace
and human rights both at home and globally.
Speak Up Douglas M. Fraleigh 2011-01-04 Provides information on the concepts and
theories of public speaking along with a variety of real-life examples and visual
explanations.
Say It Right the First Time Loretta Malandro 2003-03-22 Get what you want at work
the first time and every time Being a business professional is all about managing,
motivating, and leading, or, in other words, getting people to do what you want.
And, far and away, the most important tool for accomplishing this objective is
language. Written by an internationally recognized expert on business
communications, this book offers managers deep insights into the power of language
and how to wield it effectively in any organization. Loretta Malandro arms readers
with more than 200 power words and phrases designed to help readers become better
managers, leaders, and coaches. She also reveals communication secrets such as
emotional triggers, victim versus ownership language, escape phrases, as well as
language for "softening the edges," reframing, accountability, and recovering from
communication gaffes. Malandro also provides: Invaluable insights into the
emotional power of words Priceless techniques to connect with and move an audience
Tips on recognizing "killer words" and overcoming the trouble they can cause An
arsenal of strategies, scripts, work sheets, and self-tests for gauging current
communication skills and pinpointing weaknesses
Getting Ahead Joel A. Garfinkle 2011-08-04 A leading executive coach pinpoints
three vital traits necessary to advance your career In Getting Ahead, one of the
top 50 executive coaches in the United States, Joel Garfinkle reveals his
signature model for mastering three skills to take your career to the next level:
Perception, Visibility, and Influence. The PVI-model of professional advancement
will teach you to: (1) Actively promote yourself as an asset and valuable person
inside the organization, (2) Increase your visibility to gain others’ recognition
and appreciation for your efforts and (3) Become a person of influence who makes
key decisions inside the organization. Getting Ahead will put you ahead of the
competition to become a known, valued, and desired commodity at your company. For
more than two decades, Joel Garfinkle has worked closely with thousands of
executives, senior managers, directors, and employees at the world's leading
companies, and has authored 300 articles on leadership Offers detailed guidance on
how to increase exposure, boost visibility, enhance perceived value for your
organization, and ultimately achieve career advancement Explains how to get your
name circulating among higher levels of management so others know you, see your
results, and acknowledge the impact you bring to the company
Speak Up, Show Up, and Stand Out: The 9 Communication Rules You Need to Succeed
Loretta Malandro 2014-11-17 MASTER A NEW WAY OF COMMUNICATING TO BUILD INFLUENCE
AND ACHIEVE UNPARALLELED SUCCESS Speak Up, Show Up, and Stand Out provides the
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rules for exemplary business communication. This lean and effective guide isn’t
just about choosing the right words; it's a whole new way of communicating to
achieve unparalleled success. It offers the tools and skills readers need to build
influence, deliver results, and significantly increase their communication
effectiveness.
Speak Up, Molly Lou Melon Patty Lovell 2020-09-08 The beloved modern classic
character, Molly Lou Melon, is tackling the timely topic of speaking up for
yourself and others. Molly Lou Melon's mother taught her to use her big voice for
good--to speak up for what's right, for those who can't, and even when it's hard.
So she does. When school starts and a bully begins teasing everyone, including a
new student, Molly Lou knows just what to do. From standing up for a friend to
admitting when you've made a mistake, Molly Lou shows us how speaking up is always
the right choice. The beloved classic character has another important message to
share, and David Catrow's vibrant and spunky illustrations continue to expand
Molly Lou's larger-than-life personality.
Speaking As a Leader Judith Humphrey 2012-01-03 Make every communication
count—with a simple, four-step speaking model Whether it's among colleagues at
lunch or an audience of a thousand, a leader's role is to move and inspire others.
It's not only the big occasions that test a leader's mettle, but the little ones
as well—in a casual conversation in the elevator, in phone calls, or one of many
incidental, seemingly "insignificant" interactions in everyday work life. Written
by one of the world's leading communications coaches, Speaking as a Leader shows
you how to make the most of your daily communications, creating a presence on the
job as a genuine and constant leader. In this eye-opening guide, aspiring (and
established) leaders can enhance their reputations and influence by following a
few simple steps. Speaking as a Leader: Shows how to structure your thoughts and
message in any situation using a four-step model Offers tips on listening
effectively, in three dimensions Details why you are the best visual and how to
avoid "Death by PowerPoint" Offers guidance on taking the "numb" out of numbers
Includes tips on moving from subject to message With Speaking as a Leader, you'll
learn to tap into your innate leadership skills at every occasion—whether small or
large—and earn the sort of respect that creates devoted friends and passionate
supporters.
Nice Girls Don't Speak Up or Stand Out Lois P. Frankel 2020-06-16 Discover the
"must-listen for every smart, capable woman who wants to succeed"-a guide on how
to communicate with maximum impact in the workplace that's the new book in the New
York Times bestselling Nice Girls Don't series (Anne Fisher, Fortune.com). How
many times have you asked yourself why you didn't speak up in a meeting? Or pushed
for the raise you deserved? Or agreed to take on someone else's task because you
didn't want to rock the boat? Whether the answer is once or ten times or more, the
reason is the same: It's because you're a nice girl who goes along to get along.
But staying quiet and being ignored are not paths to achievement. Now, in Nice
Girls Don't Speak Up or Stand Out, Dr. Lois Frankel shows you how to be an
effective communicator and advocate for yourself. From the basics of speaking up
to navigating sticky situations and mastering the art of influencing others, this
audiobook provides step-by-step advice using real-life examples and powerful tools
such as: Be a broken record Choose powerful word Never say no Enlist advocates And
many more -- in bonus materials for extra tools in your pocket Dr. Frankel chose
the format of this new audio-first work carefully, with the mission of creating an
interactive and impactful listen, interweaved with actionable recommendations,
real-life anecdotes, and concrete examples of not only what to say in various
scenarios, but how to say it. Nice Girls Don't Speak Up or Stand Out dives deeply
into nearly one hundred everyday challenges women face related to communication.
With Dr. Lois Frankel as your guide, you can learn how to express yourself
confidently, courageously, and clearly -- and start taking charge of your career.
Stand Out Carol Kinsey Goman 2020-09-10 Leadership presence doesn't come with a
title or promotion - good leaders develop presence over time. Leadership presence
is how you show up and contribute to meetings, and whether or not you can project
confidence and poise under pressure - do you have already have a presence?
Leadership presence is that elusive "we know it when we see it" quality. You may
have a leadership title or tremendous leadership potential, but that alone does
not give you presence. Being perceived as a leader when interacting with
customers, peers or executives is the essence of leadership presence. Your
leadership presence is evaluated by others based on how you show up and contribute
in meetings, how well you project confidence and keep poise under pressure and
whether you can engage others in ways that are authentic, empathetic and
motivational. Stand Out walks you through achieving this presence so you get that
next promotion and give your career that extra boost. Stand Out explains that the
goal of leadership presence is to align other people's impression of you with your
best authentic self. Body language expert and executive coach Carol Kinsey Goman
teaches the five essential skills needed: composure, connection, confidence,
credibility and charisma. She also explains how leadership presence is different
for women, how nonverbal communication builds or destroys presence and why selfpromotion is essential. This book shows aspiring and experienced leaders alike how
to more positively influence the impression they make on others.
Impromptu Judith Humphrey 2017-11-27 Be Prepared to Lead in the Moment: Assess,
think, and respond on-the-spot Impromptu shows leaders how to think on their feet
and respond eloquently in every situation. Never have there been so many
opportunities to inspire and influence in everyday situations -- elevator chats,
corridor conversations, networking gatherings, meetings, and ceremonial events.
Indeed, today the most iconic leadership moments are spontaneous, spur-of-themoment events that reveal the inner workings of the leader's mind. When these
impromptu opportunities arise, leaders must be able to listen, think, and respond
within seconds. They don't read a script from a page, they convey the narrative
that is already in their mind. They can tailor a message—in a meeting, in the
corridor, or in a tweet—to influence and inspire any audience. Those who shine in
that moment are remembered for their leadership. Those who stumble are remembered
for their gaffes, mixed messages, or insensitivity. Nobody remembers the leaders
who retreat to their office, formulate a strategic plan, and distribute a memo the
following week. Guided by her entrepreneurial success as founder of The Humphrey
Group and her firm's work with tens of thousands of leaders over the past 30
years, Judith Humphrey makes clear the importance of preparing to be spontaneous - as counterintuitive as that may sound! Drawing upon the best impromptu moments
from the Greeks to the present, the book looks at every aspect of impromptu
speaking. You will learn how to: Think like an impromptu leader Quickly read an
audience of one or a thousand Collect your thoughts and craft a persuasive message
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'Script' yourself within seconds for any occasion Avoid 'um's' and 'ah's' and use
the right words at the right time Discover improv techniques that will enable you
to shine Deliver your message with clarity, confidence, and conviction. The
ability to speak on the spot is often seen as an innate gift, a talent of
'natural-born' leaders. The truth is, it's a skill that can be learned—a skill
that is quickly becoming a must-have for anyone in a leadership position.
Impromptu provides clear, actionable guidance to help you reach your full
leadership potential. It will enable you to influence and inspire followers on the
many 'small stages' that define our daily lives.
Speak Up and Get Along! Scott Cooper 2005-06-15 What if every kid had a handy
toolbox of ways to get along with others? That’s just what this book is: a
collection of 21 concrete strategies kids can pull out and use to express
themselves, build relationships, end arguments and fights, halt bullying, and beat
unhappy feelings. Like the Mighty Might, which takes all the fun out of teasing.
And the Thought Chop, which helps kids resist self-defeating thoughts. And the
Squeaky Wheel, a type of persistence that gets results. And the Coin Toss, a
simple way to resolve small conflicts. Each tool is clearly described, illustrated
with true-to-life examples, and accompanied by dialogue and lines kids can
practice and use. Stories and anecdotes show each tool in action. A terrific
resource for any young person—and any adult committed to teaching social skills.
Includes a note to adults. Part of the Bully Free Kids™ line
Speak Up Megan Reitz 2019
Find Your Leadership Voice In 90 Days Kadi Cole 2021-02-28 In her much anticipated
third book, "Find Your Leadership Voice in 90 Days," Kadi Cole gives you female
leaders practical, step-by-step guidance on how to step into the leadership roles
with confidence. No more waffling, no more wondering, and no more questioning
yourself. At the end of 90 days, you will: Know how to speak up and what to
sayIdentify when not to speak without regrets Learn the skills to advocate for
yourself and others Grow in confidence while keeping pride in check Discern how to
be heard without being resentedKadi gives the wisdom and insight of the seasoned
mentor we all need, along with the witty humor and down-to-earth advice of the
close friend we all want. You can learn more about Kadi and access her Circle Up
video series and other resources that accompany this book at
www.FindYourLeadershipVoice.me
Stand Up and Be Heard Rob Grieve 2019-12-02 Lecturers request your electronic
inspection copy here Public speaking is an integral skill not only in study but in
life, yet giving presentations, oral assessments, or even talking in groups is a
terrifying prospect for many students. This book is filled with tips and tricks
cultivated through Rob Grieve’s experience in running public speaking workshops at
university. Taking the fear out of public speaking at university, he teaches you
how to develop your public speaking skills and build your confidence; so whether
you’re giving a presentation or just talking with friends you can face the
situation without fear. With a unique focus on ‘authenticity’ over perfection,
Stand Up and be Heard: Helps you identify and understanding your fear; what is it
that you are most afraid of? How does this fear manifest Provides practical
exercises and strategies that will help you manage your fear Teaches you the
benefits of ‘authentic’ speaking and relying on your own voice and personality
Offers checklists, step-by-step guidance and student testimonials to support your
growth. The Student Success series are essential guides for students of all
levels. From how to think critically and write great essays to planning your dream
career, the Student Success series helps you study smarter and get the best from
your time at university. Visit the SAGE Study Skills hub for tips and resources
for study success!
Speak Up Miranda Paul 2020 Illustrations and easy-to-read, rhyming text encourage
the reader to speak up about everything from their own name being mispronounced to
someone bring a weapon to school. Includes author's note about real people who
have found their voices, when to speak up, and how to express oneself without
speaking.
Stand Up, Speak Out Kaiya Rani 2020-10-06 No matter what battle you are fighting,
whether it is bullying, racism, abuse, trauma and being treated badly. Always
stand up and speak up, you don’t deserve to feel low or unworthy. Our feelings and
emotions are important and as long as we focus on our own needs, we can move
forward without feeling unhappy if our needs are met. Every soul is worth it no
matter what anyone says or does. I hope we all realise our worth.
Choosing Courage Jim Detert 2021-05-18 An inspirational, practical, and researchbased guide for standing up and speaking out skillfully at work. Have you ever
wanted to disagree with your boss? Speak up about your company's lack of diversity
or unequal pay practices? Make a tough decision you knew would be unpopular? We
all have opportunities to be courageous at work. But since courage requires
risk—to our reputations, our social standing, and, in some cases, our jobs—we
often fail to act, which leaves us feeling powerless and regretful for not doing
what we know is right. There's a better way to handle these crucial moments—and
Choosing Courage provides the moral imperative and research-based tactics to help
you become more competently courageous at work. Doing for courage what Angela
Duckworth has done for grit and Brene Brown for vulnerability, Jim Detert, the
world's foremost expert on workplace courage, explains that courage isn't a
character trait that only a few possess; it's a virtue developed through practice.
And with the right attitude and approach, you can learn to hone it like any other
skill and incorporate it into your everyday life. Full of stories of ordinary
people who've acted courageously, Choosing Courage will give you a fresh
perspective on the power of voicing your authentic ideas and opinions. Whether
you’re looking to make a mark, stay true to your values, act with more integrity,
or simply grow as a professional, this is the guide you need to achieve greater
impact at work.
Inclusion on Purpose Ruchika Tulshyan 2022-03-01 How organizations can foster
diversity, equity, and inclusion: taking action to address and prevent workplace
bias while centering women of color. Few would disagree that inclusion is both the
right thing to do and good for business. Then why are we so terrible at it? If we
believe in the morality and the profitability of including people of diverse and
underestimated backgrounds in the workplace, why don’t we do it? Because, explains
Ruchika Tulshyan in this eye-opening book, we don’t realize that inclusion takes
awareness, intention, and regular practice. Inclusion doesn’t just happen; we have
to work at it. Tulshyan presents inclusion best practices, showing how leaders and
organizations can meaningfully promote inclusion and diversity. Tulshyan centers
the workplace experience of women of color, who are subject to both gender and
racial bias. It is at the intersection of gender and race, she shows, that we
discover the kind of inclusion policies that benefit all. Tulshyan debunks the
idea of the “level playing field” and explains how leaders and organizations can
use their privilege for good by identifying and exposing bias, knowing that they
typically have less to lose in speaking up than a woman of color does. She
explains why “leaning in” doesn’t work—and dismantling structural bias does; warns
against hiring for “culture fit,” arguing for “culture add” instead; and
emphasizes the importance of psychological safety in the workplace—you need to
know that your organization has your back. With this important book, Tulshyan
shows us how we can make progress toward inclusion and diversity—and we must start
now.
Unmute Yourself Nancy Medoff 2021-05-05 Unmute Yourself is a game changer for
women who are tired of being both silent and silenced.Ready to step into your
power and own your authenticity to truly thrive at work? Willing to do your part
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in closing the gender gap for female CEOs? Looking for some tools to overcome
gender conversation bias?This handbook is a call to action for women (and men who
support women) to take their careers and their lives to the next level and start
getting what they want and deserve at work.The unicorn job, more clients,
negotiating a salary increase, landing high profile projects, adding resources to
your teams or simply being recognized for your ideas and unique value.Confidence
impacts outcomes. If you're ready to Speak Up to Stand Out, this book is for you.
Speak Up, Show Up, and Stand Out: The 9 Communication Rules You Need to Succeed
Loretta Malandro 2014-11-21 MASTER A NEW WAY OF COMMUNICATING TO BUILD INFLUENCE
AND ACHIEVE UNPARALLELED SUCCESS Speak Up, Show Up, and Stand Out provides the
rules for exemplary business communication. This lean and effective guide isn’t
just about choosing the right words; it's a whole new way of communicating to
achieve unparalleled success. It offers the tools and skills readers need to build
influence, deliver results, and significantly increase their communication
effectiveness.
Speaking Up Without Freaking Out Matt Abrahams 2016-01-05
Fearless Leadership: How to Overcome Behavioral Blindspots and Transform Your
Organization Loretta Malandro 2009-07-04 Do you want to move your company in a new
direction? Fearless Leadership provides you with the tools to successfully drive
change, overcome obstacles, and engage and align people in working effectively
together to achieve your business objectives. Leadership guru Dr. Loretta Malandro
has developed a groundbreaking behavior-based methodology that is used around the
globe to create top-performing leaders and high-performance organizations. It is
based on a simple but profound concept: In order to change your organization, you
must be willing to alter your behavior and help others make the choice to change
their behavior. This means demanding 100% accountability from your people--and
yourself. In today's ultra-competitive business environment, a new leadership
approach is needed. Fearless Leadership takes you step by step through the process
of raising behavioral standards that directly impact the bottom line. You will
learn the secrets behind: Confronting the blind spots that sabotage success
Overcoming the success-strangling “need to be right” Eliminating silo mentality
and building committed partnerships Ending compliance and gaining full support and
alignment Talking straight and confronting difficult situations head on Building a
culture of 100% accountability Too many people in leadership positions attempt to
enact change through systemic means, such as restructuring or altering processes.
The secret to real and lasting change lies in changing behavior--how people work
together. Change the level of ownership and performance of people and you will
transform your organization. Leaders who are able to act courageously when faced
with uncertainty or fear, take bold stands, and engage with people in very real
ways are those who generate great and long-lasting results. Fearless Leadership
shows you how.
You Are Here (For Now) Adam J. Kurtz 2021-10-19 "In You Are Here (For Now), artist
and author Adam J. Kurtz is vulnerable, wise and hilarious as he doles out advice
and comfort to anyone who's really going through it." –BookPage The national
bestseller An honest and relatable guide to figuring out where you’re headed—and
feeling okay in the meantime. When life feels uncertain, or just plain out of
control, making intentional choices can help us move forward and find our way.
Sometimes all it takes is a gentle nudge, but for anyone waiting for that big,
obvious sign from the universe: This is it! This candid collection of essays and
artwork is full of reflections, encouragement, and insights on the theme of
personal transformation—realistic perspectives to help you move from “staying
alive” to nurturing and celebrating the person you know you really are. From the
generous and slightly jaded mind of artist Adam J. Kurtz, these pages explore
mental health, identity, handling setbacks, and finding humor in the unknown—and
will be a touchstone for seekers, graduates, creatives, and anyone who’s trying to
figure out what’s next (and maybe even feel a little hopeful about it).
Stand Up! Speak Up! Andrew Joyner 2020-10 "After attending a climate march, a
young activist is motivated to make an effort and do her part to help the
planet... by organizing volunteers to work to make green changes in their
community, from cleaning a lake, to planting trees, to making composting bins, to
hosting a clothing swap and more!"-Stand Up! Gordon Whitman 2018-01-16 Stand Up! How to Get Involved, Speak Out, and
Win in a World on Fire A society that actively combats racism, treats climate
change as a serious threat, and ensures that all people have a living wage and a
decent life for themselves and their families is not a progressive pipe dream.
Victories are being won every day, all over the country. But they didn't happen
just by clicking “donate” on a website. Gordon Whitman says that fundamental
change demands forming the kind of face-to-face relationships that have sustained
every social movement in history. For two decades, Whitman has been working with
PICO National Network to equip tens of thousands to fight racial discrimination
and economic injustice. He brings that experience to this book, describing five
kinds of conversations that enable people to create organizations that can
successfully overcome the forces of oppression and reaction. The first
conversation to have is with ourselves, to make sure we're clear about our purpose
and in it for the long haul. Then we need to share the personal story of how we
came to this point with others—there is no more powerful way to connect. They in
turn will share their stories, and then we can have the third conversation, about
becoming a team. This team reaches out to people they know to talk about their
concerns and priorities, building a broad base of supporters.. Then, with our base
at our back, we can have that final conversation, directly confronting the powers
that be. Of course, this isn't as simple as it sounds. Appropriately enough,
Whitman uses stories, his own and others, to illustrate how best to handle these
conversations and to show how they work together to build a movement. We can't
just sit on the sidelines sharing angry social media posts or signing online
petitions. We need to get directly involved, reach out, knock on doors, and bring
our whole selves to the table if the changes our country so desperately need are
ever going to come.
Speak Up! Halley Bondy 2019-08-01 Middle school is a tough time for nearly
everyone, but it can be especially hard on girls. Between social and cultural
pressures, academic challenges, family dynamics, changing hormones, and a growing
awareness of the world around them, middle school girls often end up feeling
voiceless and powerless. They can struggle with speaking in class, standing up for
their beliefs, navigating complicated social situations, and generally letting
their voices be heard. Speak Up! confronts these issues head on. In a relatable,
frank tone, Speak Up! lets young girls know that what they have to say is
important and that their thoughts are worth hearing. By presenting real issues and
scenarios that girls will recognize from their own day-to-day lives, as well as
exploring the negative thoughts and feelings that can hold them back, Speak Up!
will supply girls with the tools they need to understand their feelings and speak
up in any situation. Interactive exercises, lists, real-life examples, and
attractive graphics will keep the readers engaged from start to finish. More than
a book about self-esteem, Speak Up! addresses the cultural factors that hold girls
back, and features real strategies to enable them in finding, and using, their
voices.
Speak Laurie Halse Anderson 2019-08-22 A fiercely authentic, critically acclaimed
and award-winning modern classic. 'Speak up for yourself - we want to know what
you have to say.' From my first day at Merryweather High, I know this is a lie.
Nobody will even talk to me, let alone listen - all because I called the cops on
an end-of-summer party. But if I could only tell everyone why I called the police
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that night... If I could explain what happened to me... If I could speak... Then
everything might change. 'With the rise of women finding their voices and speaking
out about sexual assault in the media, this should be on everyone's radar...
Powerful, necessary, and essential.' - Kirkus
Fahrenheit 451 Ray Bradbury 1951 A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be
destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes their merit.
Hiroshima John Hersey 2019-06-05 On August 6, 1945, Hiroshima was destroyed by the
first atom bomb ever dropped on a city. This book, John Hersey's journalistic
masterpiece, tells what happened on that day. Told through the memories of
survivors, this timeless, powerful and compassionate document has become a classic
"that stirs the conscience of humanity" (The New York Times). Almost four decades
after the original publication of this celebrated book, John Hersey went back to
Hiroshima in search of the people whose stories he had told. His account of what
he discovered about them is now the eloquent and moving final chapter of
Hiroshima.
Speak Up, Stand Out and Shine Regina Huber 2016-12-01
Taking the Stage Judith Humphrey 2014-10-13 Many women today wonder: what will it
take to get that seat at the boardroom table? Earn that coveted promotion? Or
simply have their voices heard? Taking the Stage provides a comprehensive, proven
approach that enables women to come forward into the spotlight and speak up, stand
out, and succeed. Based on a program from the Humphrey Group that has been
delivered to over 400,000 women worldwide, Taking the Stage shows women—no matter
their age, rank, or profession—how to communicate with courage and confidence in
every situation, from formal speeches to brief hallway conversations. Judith
Humphrey provides the inspiration and practical advice for women to “take the
stage” mentally, verbally, vocally, and physically. Women can make the most of
every opportunity by understanding how best to: Speak up confidently, even when
others don’t agree; Convey their accomplishments without self-doubt; Be assertive
but not aggressive; Deliver clear and convincing messages; Move beyond
“minimizing” language and apology; Find their own powerful and authentic voice;
Achieve confident body language and a leadership presence. By applying these
techniques and others to every communication— whether making a presentation,
speaking at meetings, conducting an elevator conversation, or selling themselves
in job interviews—women will be recognized as the leaders they are and attain
positions of influence. For women at all stages of their career, and for managers
and executives committed to supporting and guiding women on their leadership
journeys, Taking the Stage is the practical, broad-based solution that will allow
women to speak up confidently, gain respect, earn the promotions they deserve, and
secure their places at the boardroom table.
Break These Rules Luke Reynolds 2013-09-01 “This book actually breaks the rules
just by existing. This much sheer coolness should not be allowed in one volume!”
—Jordan Sonnenblick, bestselling author of Drums, Girls, and Dangerous Pie In
Break These Rules, 35 favorite middle grades and young adult authors—including
Kathryn Erskine, A. S. King, Matthew Quick, Sara Zarr, Gary Schmidt, and many
others—speak directly to their readers and advise them to break the boundaries of
conformity. In moving, inspiring, often funny essays they take on many of the
powerfully inhibiting, often unspoken “rules” of adolescence, such as Boys
shouldn’t be gentle, kind, and caring; Thou shalt wear Abercrombie & Fitch to fit
in; You must be a jock or a nerd--you can’t be both; and Girls should “act like
girls.” It is often through reading fiction that kids start to question such
restrictions, so who better to speak to them directly than their favorite
novelists? The book is focused on encouraging students to break rules in their own
lives—a prospect many teens and tweens will find thrilling and fresh. Luke
Reynolds has taught middle and high school English in Connecticut and
Massachusetts, as well as composition at Northern Arizona University. He is the
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author of A Call to Creativity and Keep Calm and Query On.
Bring Your Whole Self to Work Mike Robbins 2021-09-14 In today’s work environment,
the lines between our professional and personal lives are blurred more than ever
before. Whatever is happening to us outside of our workplace—whether stressful,
painful, or joyful—follows us into work as well. We may think we have to keep
these realities under wraps and act as if we "have it all together." But as Mike
Robbins explains, we can work better, lead better, and be more engaged and
fulfilled if—instead of trying to hide who we are—we show up fully and
authentically.Mike, a sought-after motivational speaker and business consultant,
has spent more than 15 years researching, writing, and speaking about essential
human experiences and high performance in the workplace. His clients have ranged
from Google to Citibank, from the U.S. Department of Labor to the San Francisco
Giants. From small start-ups in Silicon Valley to family-owned businesses in the
Midwest. From what he’s seen and studied over the years, Mike believes that for us
to thrive professionally, we must be willing to bring our whole selves to the work
that we do.Bringing our whole selves to work means acknowledging that we’re all
vulnerable, imperfect human beings doing the best we can. It means having the
courage to take risks, speak up, have compassion, ask for help, connect with
others in a genuine way, and allow ourselves to be truly seen. In this book, Mike
outlines five principles we can use to approach our own work in this spirit of
openness and humanity, and to help the people we work with feel safe enough to do
the same, so that the teams and organizations we’re a part of can truly
succeed."This book will offer you insights, ideas, and tools to inspire you to
bring all of who you are to the work that you do—regardless of where you work,
what kind of work you do, and with whom you do it. And, if you’re an owner,
leader, or just someone who wants to have influence on those around you—this book
will also give you specific techniques for how to build or enhance your team’s
culture in such a way that encourages others to bring all of who they are to
work."
It's Time to Stand Up and Speak Up! Bob Sornson 2013-10-15 Wendy confronts two
classmates who treat her disrespectfully and teaches one of them how to stop being
a bystander.
Find Your Voice Caroline Goyder 2020-01-30 ‘This book is brilliant! It will change
lives.’ - Suzy Walker, Editor-in-Chief, Psychologies 'A fantastic guide to
speaking up and overcoming insecurities by the best voice coach ever.' - Viv
Groskop, author of How to Own the Room Speak up and stand out Whether you want
more social confidence in your day-to-day life, are hosting an event or appearing
on a podcast, Find Your Voice will empower you to be bold, be present and
captivate any audience. Based on decades of helping broadcasters, celebrities,
teachers and top level professionals speak effortlessly in front of others,
renowned voice teacher and communication expert Caroline Goyder will show you how
to: · Harness the full potential of your body, breath and voice · Genuinely
connect to others in a dizzyingly distracted world · Stand out as calm speaker
whatever the situation
When to Speak Up and When To Shut Up Dr. Michael D. Sedler 2006-08-01 Almost
everyone has found themselves in a situation where they don't know if they should
bite their tongue or speak their mind. When is silence golden and when is it
better to speak up? When to Speak Up and When to Shut Up offers practical
guidelines for people who want to improve their communication skills. It will help
readers explore the cost and purpose of silence, how to ask good questions, how to
overcome pressure to remain silent, and more. Using biblical and contemporary
examples, this book shares important strategies for discerning God's direction,
acting on his word, and building better communication within your workplace,
church, and home.
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